GURU-SATGURU
(GURU-TRUE GURU) PART-2
In the world of illusive ‘Maya’ or ‘quagmire of materialism’
egotism flourishes and ‘me-mine’ dominates. That is why the ‘human
being’ is selfish by nature. The contemplation of ‘me-mine’ has become
our ‘life-style’. From the ‘desires’ of ‘me-mine’ arises ‘selfishness’. All our
thoughts, hopes-wishes, desires, needs, rites and rituals too revolve around
selfishness. Outside the parameters of our ‘self interest’ we are not
prepared to think, consider, make an effort or do something. ‘Contrary’ to
this only some ‘rare’ Guru orientated soul or Gurmukh looks beyond selfinterest.
All our thoughts, desires, efforts and actions revolve around our
selfishness of I, me and mine. People who think and act unselfishly are rare
exceptions.
In other words, the oars of our life’s boat are needs and desires and
the rower of these oars in fact is our ‘me-mine’ (Selfishness).
The human being’s power is ‘limited’ and when he cannot satisfy
his wants and needs, by his own power, he seeks the assistance of some
higher, or greater power. As such, he then looks for the ‘support’ of a
higher, known and more powerful source. In different countries, different
communities, different religions, under different names numerous deities,
holy souls and divine beings are revered. For example in India; the fire
deity, water deity, moon deity, sun deity, Mother Kali, Chandi Mother,
Khoaja deity, Musaa deity etc. 330 million deities and demi-gods are
revered.
In a similar manner, we have ‘created’ imaginary deities or demigods-gurus with numerous forms and
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These deities and demigods because of their subtle form cannot
remain with us forever. They can disappear or move away powers as is
seen in pictures; they have ‘horns’, ‘trunks’, ten heads, four arms, huge
teeth, and other statues with frightening appearances.
We have chosen these deities and demi gods according to:
The yardstick of our own thoughts and beliefs
thus praise them accordingly
served them with faith and fervor.
Worship them according to our own varied ways.
Use them for our own selfish ends.
It is apparent that people have linked themselves to this or that deity or
demigod. But the ‘rigid door’ of their worldly ‘doubt-delusion’ does not
open and neither is there a change in their mental or spiritual ‘life’. In spite
of saying that they ‘have a guru’, they are still enmeshed in the darkness
of ‘worldly attachments’. They are never ‘enlightened’ with the divine
knowledge essence. Thus, it becomes clear that they have not yet found the
‘Perfect-True-Guru’. They are satisfied by ‘enjoining’ with a so-called
deity or demigod and say that they ‘have a guru’. and have received the
Naam!!
Our test or yard-stick about the guru is:-imaginary
hazy
hear-say
superficial
lacking
wrong.
We only believe in those holy people and deities-demigods who fulfill our
own selfish needs through occult powers, miracles or a drama. We are
easily satisfied with worldly things like milk-son, money, health etc.!

Oh yes, we are ‘opportunists’ when it comes to satisfying our own
wants. Worldly give and take has become our spiritual life.
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If we cannot get ‘satisfaction’ at one shop, we move on to another. We
‘adopt a guru’ to ‘satisfy’ our mind or for public acceptance, but in
reality, we are ‘selfish’. On the one hand we bow before the Guru Granth
Sahib and on the other, to serve our own selfish ends we continue to pray or
worship
at cemeteries and tombs
deities and demigods
Peers and Fakirs
Sadhu’s with occult powers
Sidhs who show miracles
people who control spirits
those who bestow milk (a sign of plenty) and sons
their ancestors
To serve our own interest we even turn away from the Guru to seek
help from ministers and highly placed officials and even do not hesitate to use
the weapon of ‘bribery’.
In Gurbani we are severely warned about this ‘double minded’ state.
They, who are called chaste brides, cherish not hope of another.
Those who leave the Spouse and attach themselves to another are
drowned.

1384
470

'Forsaking the True Guru, they who are attached to another what
shall they do afterwards?
Bound down in the city of death they are soundly beaten and suffer great
punishment.
994
Says Kabir, hear O mortal, thou shed thy mental doubts.
Contemplate thou only on the one Name, O mortal, and seek but
the One Lord's asylum.

692

As long as we ‘look’ for and support from someone else, we cannot
become ‘brides’; we do not have full faith in the one and True Satguru, but just
bow our head superficially. In this manner our condition has become similar to
those ‘traders who abandon their Lord Master and attach to another are
drowned’.
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There can be only one ‘father’, but many uncles and other relatives. In the
same way, we can have many forms of ‘spiritual relationships’ with
beloved Gurmukhs, Sadhs, Saints, highly evolved souls and extend them
our respect and service, but our spiritual ‘father’, the embodiment of
‘divine light’ of the ten gurus, is only the ‘Guru Granth Sahib’.

On Gurpurabs (religious celebrations connected with the
gurus), while elaborating on the genealogical tree of the gurus, we
continue to relate worldly miracles that we have heard of or read
about, because we are ignorant of the unlimited ‘divine attributes
and powers’ of the gurus. The external wonders of the worldly
realm and miracles are but a tiny expression, like the rays of the sun,
of the inexhaustible divine rays from the spiritual being of the gurus.
Guru Sahib Ji is the embodiment of all powers and like the
rays of the sun, from each divine ray, grace is emanating. Infinite
miracles are spontaneously and incessantly unfolding every second,
‘every moment’. In this way the Divine Vibrations emerging from
every fiber of the Gurus’ ‘glance’, ‘infection’, thought, intuition,
blessings, touch, divine deeds, ‘dust of the lotus feet’ and every
strand of hair, unlimited ‘miracles’ and happenings continue to take
place. However, from tall these miraculous outcomes, very few and
far in between episodes have found their way into the Sikh history.
We remain ignorant and unaware of the many, unknown, unseen,
intuitional, divine Guru Miracles
Guru Wonders
Wonders of the ambrosial nectar
Intuitional Arrows
Divine Spears
Divine Plays

through which the souls of countless seekers received spiritual
guidance and the gift of
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the Sikh way of life.
Who without making any delay, make angles out of men.

462

Beholding with His eye of mercy, He has dispelled the pains of his slave.
681

We are not even aware
have no understanding
have no knowledge
have no need
have not researched
about the boundless Divine Realm from which these visible miracles
emerge; Hukam, Shabad, Naam, Gurprasad, Divine glance, ‘lotus feet
touch’, we are For this reason, with our own ‘limited’ intelligence, we have created a
‘yardstick’ with which we measure or test the divinity of our illustrious
gurus and thereby ‘limit’ their divine personality to the level of worldly
miracles - that is limiting their divinity to the level of our individual
intelligence. In this way we are ‘measuring’ the boundless personality of
our illustrious Gurus with our own fogged or polluted indicator and
unknowingly, in our ignorance we ‘belittle’ them.
We are ‘extroverts’ and as such we can see feel and appreciate only
the un-common, unusual ‘exoteric’ psychic phenomena and call them
‘Miracles’.
To ‘confine’ the greatness of the Gurus to a few esoteric
phenomena and call them ‘miracles’ is to ‘limit’ their Divine Power and
glory. Thus, in our ignorance we continually depreciate the Divinity of the
Gurus!
In this way we ‘fail to grasp and appreciate’ the sublime Divine
glory of the Gurus, and thereby ‘deprive ourselves’ of the inner intuitional
inspiration and experience
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of the
‘real’
awe-striking
vibrating
thrilling
intoxicating
ecstatic
‘Esoteric Wonders’ of Divine Blessings, Grace and Love, which
are incessantly and continuously,
permeating
engulfing
flowing through
manifesting
in, every particle of the Cosmos by the benevolent grace of the Lord
through His WORD and WILL!
Gurbani shows us how to value and evaluate and recognize the true :
The Guru is omnipotent, and the Guru is Infinite. It is through the greatest
good luck that his view is obtained.
Imperceptible and Immaculate is the Guru. None else is as great as the
Guru.
The Guru is the Creator and Guru the Doer. It is through the Guru, that
true glory is obtained.
Nothing is beyond (the jurisdiction of) the Guru. Whatever the Guru
desires that comes to pass.
The Guru is the place or pilgrimage, Guru the Elysian Tree, and Guru the
fulfiller of desire.
Guru the giver, grants God's Name, wherewith the entire world is saved.
The Guru is potent to do everything, and the Guru is himself the formless
Lord, The Guru is high, unfathomable and limitless.
Ineffable is the praise s of the Guru. What can a anyone say?
With (in the hand of) the True Guru are as many rewards as our mind
desires.
He, who is so preordained, obtains such fruit from the Guru, who is the
grantor of the wealth of the true Name.
By seeking the sanctuary of the True Guru, who shalt not die again
The soul, body and breaths are Thine, O God! may Nanak never grow
oblivious of Thee.
52
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Do not ask from those who themselves go to ask from others.
Do not look towards short time gains as that will cause regret.
Do not serve that master in whose service you may have to bear the
blows of the couriers of death on your head.
Do not go to that healer who cannot cure the disease of egotism.
If the filth of falsehood cannot be washed off, what is the use of
bathing in places of holy pilgrimages.
Only the love bond between a holy soul and the disciples can
ensure entry into supreme harmony.
VBG 27/15
The more astonishing among the astonished realizes that he is not that
astonishing.
The more wondrous among the wondrous discovers the he is not
that wondrous.
Among the things that are surprising, the most surprising thing finds
that it is not that surprising.
The highest among those who have achieved salvation, even they
cannot fathom the indescribable one.
He is beyond the utter able and daily the seeker is heard saying HE
is not this HE is not that.
The Gurmukh who has experienced the fruit of total peace and
Divine Love can only express his feeling by uttering ‘wonderfulwonderful’.
VBG 38/18

When the Satguru himself is the: astonishing form
wondrous form
savory form
blissful form
embodiment of love
embodiment of mercy
companion of the devotees
wonder of the wondrous
and like the rays of the sun, in the Satguru’s:merciful glance
blessings
grace
dust of his lotus feet
endearing love
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relish
hue or color
joy
touch
the Divine Shabad rays have present in them :inspiring awe
wondrous happenings
ever new enfoldments
incessant vibrations
wonder-wonder
virtues of divine exuberance etc.
which, day and night, every second, every moment, are diffused and
interwoven with every particle of nature. They are present in every
visible facet of nature and stand out as ‘a sacrifice unto Him who
abides in His Creation’.
In this way the Satguru: -is ever present all the time
is interwoven and intermingled in everything
is omnipresent
is ever present source of joy and comfort
is the sustainer
is ever caring & protecting
and in this way, He:-plays with us,
cuddles us,
gives us our sustenance,
gives us the food of eternal life,
makes us drink the wine of love
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forever takes care of us,
embellishes our life
protects us.
But, to witness these awesome, wondrous, ‘hidden’ undertakings, of the
Satguru, we do not have the
‘eye’ to see
‘intellect’ to understand
knowledge to ‘unravel’
intuition to discover
heart to experience
vessel to receive the gift.
The following versus from Gurbani give us the accurate guidance about the
Guru: Without the Guru, there is pitch darkness and without the Guru,
understanding is obtained not.
Without the Guru, man cannot obtain divine comprehension and success,
and, without the Guru, he is blessed not with emancipation.
1399
No one should stray in doubt in this world.
Know, that without the Guru, no one can cross the world-ocean.

864

The Guru is the Creator and the Guru is potent to do everything. The
Guru-God is and shall ever be.
Says Nanak, this is what the Lord has made me understand. Without the
Guru, salvation is obtained not, O brother.
864
Without the One True Guru, accursed is the life in this world.

957

So long God does not descend on earth in the form of true Guru, no
mystery can be understood.
The Guru and God are one; He is the true master and the whole world
craves for Him.
He rises like sun and the darkness is dispelled.
VBG 1
As long as there are doubts in the mind till then man falls and staggers.
When my Guru removed my doubts, I obtained rest.
400
Says Nanak, the Guru has opened my shutters.
I am emancipated, and my ground of doubt is destroyed.
188
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The Satguru has applied the collyrium of Divine knowledge and the darkness of
my ignorance is dispelled.
573
If hundred moons arise and a thousand suns appear, even with such light,
there would be pitch darkness without the Guru.

463

He is the only One from the beginning to the end; I consider Him only my
Guru.
Chaupi P: 10
There is but one Divine sermon, uttered by the only Guru; there is One
Name to reflect upon.

646

Without the Guru his mind becomes not steady and he enters womb again
and again.

313

God's Name is the emerald, jewel and ruby. Mining it out, the Guru has
exhibited it on the palm of the hand.

880

Find thou such a True Guru, equal to whom there is not another.
In his refuge, the mortal is realized, and none asks him to render an account. 1089

From the above lines from Gurbani is clear that our Satguru: has no human form
does not belong to any one country
does not belong to any ‘one caste’
does not conform to any ‘one color’
has no ‘one name’
has no ‘picture’ of himself
cannot be carved into an ‘idol’
is beyond ‘birth and death’
has no ‘trunk’
is not one with ‘ten-heads’
is not one with ‘four arms’
is not one with frightening looks
is not one who is far away!!
Yes indeed! According to Gurbani our Guru is the:-‘treasure house of virtues’
‘complete’ Guru’
‘complete’ healer’
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‘ocean of peace’
‘true Emperor’
one who is ‘forever merciful’
one who is ‘forever generous’
‘perfect king’
‘creator being’
‘unfathomable being’
‘embodiment of giving’
‘treasure house of grace’
‘proverbial touchstone’
‘giver of gifts’
‘support of devotees’
‘white sandalwood’
‘proverbial tree that satisfies all’
‘proverbial all satisfying lake’
‘river of pilgrimage’
‘reliever of burdens’
‘giver of gifts to all’
‘sustainer of all’
‘giver of all treasurers’
‘giver of life and death’
freedom giver
one who ‘does not dwell on our shortcomings’
He ‘liberates the slanderer, sufferer and the prodigal’
He ‘liberates the totally ignorant and blind’
He ‘holds the blind person’s hand and leads to safety’
He is the respect of the respect less
He is the strength of the powerless
He is the hope of the hopeless
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the shelter of the shelter less
the honor of the honor less
the fortune of the unfortunate
the ‘redeemer of the disbelievers or apostates’
the one who ‘frees those in distress’
the one ‘without fear’
the one ‘without enmity’
the one who is ‘Shabad’
the one who is ‘Naam’
the one who is ‘All by Himself’
0 Yes indeed! ‘Desire for such a Satguru’ who:
‘is at hand’
‘cannot be separated’
is forever with you
is nearer than hands and feet
is intertwined with every fiber
is intertwined for all comforts
‘is companion of the soul’
‘solidifies the Truth’
‘utters the unutterable’
‘connects with the Shabad’
‘cradles us with love’
‘is playful and makes us play’
‘sustains us with love’
‘fulfills our needs everyday’
blesses with ‘joyous bliss’
is love-personality
is the supreme beloved
is the most beautiful
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is the captivator of hearts
has a beautiful heart
speaks sweetly
never utters a harsh word
is the Bestower of Amrit (the elixir of life)
is the relish (taste) of love
is the vessel of love
is the dispenser of the intoxicant love
is the infinite word
is the infinite bani
is the celestial music
is the celestial Naam
is the Bestower of Naam
is the father and mother
is the Bestower of relish
So then for such a Guru we should ‘be a sacrifice’
‘thousands of times’
‘shower our thanksgiving’
‘ever and ever be grateful’
‘be unreservedly, repeatedly be thankful’
‘be ready to offer anything or everything’
‘surrender body, mind and wealth’
‘offer the service of fan waving’
‘remember with every breath’
‘behold in wonderment’
‘become alive by ever witnessing’
‘wash the lotus feet and drinking the water’
‘carry water to His abode’
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‘grind corn every day at His abode’
‘surrender totally’
‘abide in the Hukam’
‘shower praise to the exalted unreservedly’
to the one who:
‘bursts open the fort of doubt’
‘unites with God’
‘solidifies the Name of God’
‘manifests the inexpressible’
‘shows the path to God’
‘disperses attachment and the darkness of ignorance’
‘bestows the treasure of godliness’
‘protects from the horrible world fire’
‘makes us see enemy and friend equally’
‘clears all our paths’
‘fulfils all our aims’
‘bestows God’s teachings and makes us wise’
‘subdues the mind with the love of Bani’
‘joyous outpouring through His divine glance’
‘in a moment the dried and withered become green with life’
‘transforms men into devatas (demigods)’
‘leads us into serving Him’
‘thrashes out the evils from within us’
‘gives a pat of approval on the back’
‘bestows the emperorship that lasts forever’
Such a Guru is present in the Sadh Sangat -the embodiment of the realm
of Truth.
In the Sadh-Sangat, the abode of Truth, the Supreme Formless Lord
resides.
VBG 6/4
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Our ‘most loving’ Satguru becomes our ‘beloved’ and day and
night makes us drink from the ‘vessel of love’ and partake the food of
Ambrosial Naam. We become intoxicated in the ‘joyous relish’ and
become extremely ‘happy’.
This ‘unnarratable story’ of love, is the internal
manifestation of divine love which is totally subtle. This can only be
‘intuitively’ experienced in the company of beloved Gurmukhs and
blessed souls through unceasing practice of the Naam. In this way our
‘Shabad Guru’ not only remains with us, but also intuitionally
provides divine ‘intoxication’ and bestows upon us warm love, glow
and relish.
Our Guru Sahibs have bestowed upon us a lofty and sublime
Bani; in it’s guiding ‘light’ through Satsang and Naam Simran, we are
led to live a life filled with Truth and color of the Naam. The fragrance
influences the souls who are seeking and they get attracted towards
Gurmat (the teachings of the Guru).
This is the one and only way of spreading the light of Divine
Gurbani in the world.
Blessed! blessed! is the True Guru, who has demolished the fortress of
doubt.
Hail! hail! unto the True Guru, who has united me, with the Lord.
The inexhaustible, Name treasure, the Guru has given me as a medicine.
That has banished the great and terrible ailment of spiritual ignorance.
I have obtained the great treasure of the wealth of the Lord's Name.
By recognizing my Ownself I have won and attained an infinite life.
The glory of the Omnipotent and bright Guru cannot be described.
The Guru is himself the Limitless, Invisible and Inscrutable Lord Master.
512
A sacrifice am I unto the Guru, who reads out to me the Divine sermon of
God.
I am ever devoted unto that Guru, who has designed to engage me in
God's service. That Beloved True Guru is with me and gets me delivered
wherever I may be.
Blessed indeed is the Guru, who has imparted unto me the Divine
understanding.
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Nanak, I am a sacrifice unto the Guru, who has given me the Lord's Name
and thus fulfilled my heart’s desire.
588
I bow before the Guru (Guru Nanak Dev Ji) who recited the Satnam
Mantra for the world.
Getting us out from across the world ocean, He offered us a way to
salvation.
He destroyed the fear of transmigration and decimated the malady of
doubt and separation.
The world is the embodiment of anxiety and all the pain of birth and death
is in it.
The punishment meted out by the couriers of death is not averted. The
Saakats, (self-oriented ones) have lost their lives through sinful acts.
Those who have come to the shelter of the Guru, they have been given
the Word of Truth and freed.
Now being full of loving devotion they celebrate the Gurparbs
(anniversaries of the Gurus) and their acts of remembrance of God, charity
and holy ablutions, inspire others as well.
VBG 1/1

End.
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